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Scenarios so far



Comparing scenario disclosures



Climate scenario disclosures: transition vs physical

COMPANY PARIS-CONSISTENT SCENARIO? CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS?

AGL Yes No

Origin Energy Yes No

South32 Possibly Mentioned

BHP Billiton Unclear Some details

BP* No Some details

Royal Dutch Shell No Mentioned

Westpac Yes No

Glencore No Some details



Why are climate impacts neglected in disclosures?



Cost-benefit Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs)

Source: Diaz and Moore, 2017



IAMs have been relied upon for broad financial analysis 

Source: Mercer, 2015; drawing on the FUND IAM



Modelling costs of climate change

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit, 2016; drawing on the PAGE IAM



TCFD treatment of climate impacts

Source: TCFD, 2017



Why are climate impacts neglected in disclosures?

Commonly heard reasons:

• Climate change impacts are beyond the investment 
time horizon

• There is too much “uncertainty” around scientific 
models

• Wealthy economies won’t be affected 
• Adaptation will be straightforward and possibly net 

positive in terms of economic activity 



Why are climate impacts neglected in disclosures?

Source: Carbon Tracker Initiative Source: 2 Degrees Investing Initiative

Transition/carbon/mitigation risk analysis tools have advanced rapidly in the past 5-6 years



Why might this change? 

Source: Four Twenty Seven Inc, 2017
Source: S&P Global Ratings, 2017

Evidence of financial impacts is growing:



Why might this change? 

“We don’t know if they’re looking at every power plant and 
their relationship to rising sea levels, and we don’t know if 
they’re looking at rising temperatures and their impact on 
productivity,” Bailey says. “We want it to be clear how it’s 
being done.”

Investors are asking more precise questions:



Why might this change? 
It’s not the far-off future:



Why might this change? 
Research, modelling and computing power are all improving:



Why might this change? 

Source: Four Twenty Seven Inc, 2017

Enterprising companies are developing analytical tools
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